Background: In the practice of forms of traditional East Asian medicine (TEAM) such as Traditional Chinese Medicine and Japanese meridian therapy, treatment follows identification of underlying ''patterns of disharmony.'' However, little is known in an objective sense of the consistency or reliability of diagnosis within TEAM. This is important: If diagnosis is not reliable, there can be less confidence that optimal treatment is received. TEAM systems have their own diagnostic endpoints that are used as evidence of change. If these are to be incorporated into clinical studies, a prerequisite is that they are reliable. Few studies have assessed the reliability of diagnostic data collected during a TEAM examination. The majority have investigated reliability of pulse diagnosis, with results ranging from low to a very good level of agreement. Studies of reliability of tongue diagnosis and other diagnostic data collected in a Chinese Medicine examination suggest considerable variability. In general, studies of reliability of pattern diagnosis and treatment in a range of disorders have not found a high level of reliability. A range of factors may affect reliability. Objectives: This paper reviews the current knowledge of reliability of TEAM diagnoses, including limitations of studies, and discusses the implications for practice and research and how to improve the current situation.
Introduction
T raditional East Asian Medicine (TEAM) refers to a diverse set of therapies originating in East Asia, including zhong yi or Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). Within each traditional medicine system, variations of traditional concepts, theories, and models of how the body functions guide how information is collected and organized in order to decide the treatment. 1 Traditional methods of diagnosis and diagnostic classifications are performed principally to inform the root treatment selection (that is, one that targets the underlying cause of the illness). 2, 3 Thus, diagnosis is principally a pointer to the treatment, rather than an ''objective'' description of what is wrong with the patient, 1 unlike in Western medicine.
Relatively little is known about how consistent diagnosis is within various systems of TEAM. This is important since if diagnosis is not consistent, treatment is unlikely to be consistent. This has important implications for clinical practice and education. In addition, scientific research is being conducted into TEAM systems and therapies. TEAM systems have their own diagnostic variables that a practitioner uses as evidence of change within the patient; however, this is only justifiable if such variables are consistent.
Reliability, also called reproducibility, refers to the consistency of information, that is, the extent to which similar information is acquired when a measurement is conducted more than once. 4 The degree of agreement between observers conducting the same measurement is termed ''inter-rater reliability.'' The degree of agreement when the same observer repeats the observations is called ''test-retest reliability'' or ''intra-rater reliability.'' One statistical method, calculation of the ''k coefficient,'' is commonly used to measure the level of agreement beyond that expected by chance and provides a measure of inter-rater reliability. An interpretation of k values in terms of level of agreement, proposed by Landis and Koch, 5 is set out in Table 1 . Calls for use of reliability studies of TEAM diagnostics have been made since the late 1980s. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] with few studies conducted. This paper reviews the current knowledge of reliability of TEAM diagnoses and discusses the implications for practice and research and how to improve the current situation.
Review of the Current Literature
The first studies of reliability of diagnosis in TEAM were conducted in the 1960s in Japan, [12] [13] [14] [15] with increasing interest in Western countries occurring in the late 1980s. 16 Reliability studies have been conducted on pulse diagnosis (see footnotes *{{ ), [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] tongue diagnosis (see footnote § ), 21, 22 other diagnostic judgments, 21 and overall TEAM pattern diagnosis (see footnotes *{ ), [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] with variable results. We will briefly discuss and summarize the findings of the more important studies. The purpose of this review was not to comprehensively critique individual studies relating to reliability of TEAM. Rather, it was to present a summary of findings of reported studies and point out various issues relating to reliability of TEAM, in some cases using particular studies as examples.
Methodology
A literature search was conducted of studies published in English on the reliability of TEAM. Key search terms included ''reliability,'' ''repeatability,'' ''inter-rater reliability,'' and ''Chinese medicine,'' ''Traditional Chinese Medicine,'' ''TCM,'' ''tongue diagnosis.'' ''Chinese medicine syndrome diagnosis,'' and ''pulse diagnosis.'' The major electronic databases used were PubMed, Medline and ''Google.'' As papers were collected, the bibliographies were scrutinized for additional papers relating to reliability, which were then sourced. Studies relating to Japanese forms of TEAM had previously been sourced by Stephen Birch as part of his doctoral thesis.*
Reliability of tongue diagnosis
Few studies have investigated the reliability of tongue diagnosis. Two studies using practitioners 22 and students § as observers viewing slides of tongues found a low level of inter-rater reliability for most characteristics of tongue diagnosis except where there were dichotomous response choices. 22 One study also found a low level of intra-rater reliability. 22 Two other studies utilized actual patients. Dang and Zaslawski 17 reported a low level of agreement between 6 TCM practitioners examining a patient with cystic fibrosis. O'Brien and colleagues 21 investigated the reliability of clinical data collected by 3 TCM practitioners in 45 patients with hypercholesterolemia and found the level of agreement for tongue coating and tongue body characteristics ranged from ''fair'' to ''moderate'' and ''slight'' to ''moderate,'' respectively. Several potential sources of variability were acknowledged. 21 Details of the studies are shown in Table 2 .
Reliability of pulse diagnosis
Several studies have investigated the inter-rater reliability of pulse diagnosis. Cole conducted a series of small studies that examined reliability and validity of pulse diagnosis (see footnote k ) and found poor reliability.
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Kass 16 examined agreement on pulse diagnosis between two TCM practitioners, 1 of whom performed manual pulse diagnosis and the other of whom used a machine that he had developed that had previously been calibrated to the findings of the first practitioner. 33 Though a high degree of agreement was claimed between the practitioner and the device (agreement in 87=110 cases, p < 0.0001), 16 no data were presented that established the reliability of the first practitioner's judgments in comparison to other practitioners, raising questions about the usefulness of this study.
The results of several studies of inter-rater reliability of pulse diagnosis (see footnotes *{{ ) 17, 18, 20, 21 are summarized in Table 3 . Not all studies used formal statistical tests for reliability, and a variety of approaches have been used to analyzing and reporting data. Birch's studies (see footnotes *{ ) were conducted in the Toyohari Meridian Therapy system, whereas others investigated pulse diagnosis within TCM models. The majority of studies investigated reliability of basic pulse qualities such as depth, speed, and strength rather than agreement on the more complex 28 pulses in the TCM literature.
Comparability across studies is difficult due to a range of reasons. Some studies utilized TCM students as observers, 20, 34 although the majority used practitioners. Lack of experience is likely to reduce the possibility of agreement, although studies using student observers are still useful to inform educators.
Conclusions of various studies range from a low level of reliability of pulse diagnosis 17 through moderate agreement (see footnote { ) to very good agreement. 18, 21 Research to date suggests that as level of complexity of pulse detection increases, reliability of pulse diagnosis decreases. 16 Difficulties in pulse assessment have included difficulties of translation and lack of standard pulse terminology, uncertainty in definitions of the 28 recognized pulses, 18, 35 and lack of standard pulse taking procedure. 
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Reliability of other clinical observations
Few studies have assessed reliability of clinical diagnostic data other than tongue appearance and pulse. Matsumoto 14 examined the test-retest reliability of abdominal diagnosis. In three separate studies, six, four, and six blindfolded observers completed abdominal diagnosis in 8, 12, and 10 subjects, respectively. Each subject was examined twice by each observer in random order. The percentage of repeated findings (test-retest) ranged from 25% to 90% across the 16 observers (average 61%). Level of agreement between the two highest scoring observers was then conducted and found to range from 25% to 70%. Matsumoto 14 concluded that abdominal palpation appeared to be a reliable diagnostic procedure, although no formal statistical analyses were conducted.
O'Brien and colleagues' study in hypercholesterolemic Australians found that level of agreement between 3 practitioners varied from slight (e.g., color around eyes), fair (e.g., color of complexion), moderate (voice strength), substantial (e.g., character of breath sounds), to almost perfect (presence of spirit). 21 
Reliability of pattern diagnosis in TEAM
Researchers have investigated the reliability of pattern diagnosis in Japanese meridian therapy (see footnotes *{ ) 12, 13, 15 and more recently, in TCM. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] The majority of the TCM studies used study designs that require the practitioners to choose from a list of possible syndromes (although some made provision for additional diagnoses), with one study leaving this completely open-ended, supplying no predefined list of syndromes. 27 
Test-retest reliability of pattern diagnosis
Three studies have assessed test-retest reliability of pattern diagnosis based on pulse diagnosis alone, all within the Japanese meridian therapy system (see footnote *). 12, 13 These are shown in Table 4 . In Debata's study, the percentage of repeated diagnoses averaged 52% over three substudies. 12 Only the results for 6 of the 17 practitioners were considered significant on test-retest reliability and only 2 of the practitioners showed significant inter-rater agreement. 12 Kurosu similarly conducted a study of test-retest reliability of pattern diagnosis on the basis of only pulse diagnosis in 40 subjects divided into two groups (those who were healthy and those with a medical condition). 13 The mean percentage of repeated findings was 53% in healthy patients and 60% in diseased patients, with an average test-retest percentage of 56% pooling the results. Kurosu assumed that if pattern selection by pulse diagnosis is valid, there should be a higher test-retest percentage in diseased patients compared to healthy patients. Since his results did not bear this out, he concluded that pattern selection by pulse diagnosis is not valid. However, this conclusion is questionable. First, no formal statistical analyses were conducted, and second, one does not normally perform pattern diagnosis on the basis of radial pulse diagnosis alone. 15 The studies therefore did not assess actual clinical practice.
In contrast, Birch examined test-retest both on the basis of pulse diagnosis alone and on the basis of two diagnostic features (pulse and abdominal diagnoses) using 1 practitioner (see footnote * ). He found that the reliability of the diagnostic pattern through pulse assessment alone was poor but when two diagnostic factors were examined, the Kendall coefficient of concordance, though relatively low (0.1053), approached statistical significance.
These results need to be interpreted with some caution since in studies where only 1 observer is used, it is not possible to separate variability due to the subjects and variability due to the observer. It appears that the combination of diagnostic assessment methods increases the reliability of the overall diagnostic conclusion, in keeping with Ogawa's claim (see next section), 3 and not dissimilar to what occurs in general medical practice when the results of two different tests are seen together. 36 Inter-rater reliability of pattern diagnosis Several studies have investigated the inter-rater reliability of pattern diagnosis within Japanese meridian therapy (see footnotes *{ ) 15 and within TCM [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] with variable results (Table 5) .
Two (2) studies 28, 32 demonstrated increased agreement between practitioners following training sessions focusing on diagnostic procedures and reaching consensus respectively that were incorporated into studies.
Results from Birch's studies in Japanese meridian therapy (see footnote * ) suggest, as claimed by Ogawa, 15 that better results are to be expected when diagnostic methods are used together, for example, pulse diagnosis combined with abdominal diagnosis (as in clinical practice) rather than in isolation.
Reliability of the eight guiding principles
Few studies have assessed the reliability of the eight guiding principles. Hogeboom and colleagues' study of 6 practitioners who examined 6 patients with low-back pain found that all practitioners reported the eight guiding principles as useful in at least 50% of patients, with discrimination between the principles of excess or deficiency considered the most important. 24 There was little agreement on which principles were important for which patients, but no statistical analysis was conducted. 24 O'Brien and colleagues assessed the inter-rater reliability of the eight guiding principles in 3 practitioners who examined 45 Australians with hypercholesterolemia. 27 When agreement between all 3 practitioners was considered, the level of agreement ranged from ''almost perfect'' agreement for location (interior=exterior) to ''fair'' (yin=yang summary principle) to only ''slight'' (excess=deficiency, heat=cold principles).
Reliability of TCM treatments
A small number of studies have investigated the reliability of TCM treatments. 17, [23] [24] [25] 28, 30 These are summarized in Table 5 . The interpretation of the reliability of treatments with acupuncture or herbal medicine requires some caution. Part of the art of and a characteristic of TEAM is an individualized approach to treatment. Therefore, it may not be surprising if, for example, acupuncture points chosen to treat a condition were to vary between practitioners. Sung and
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Discussion
It can be seen from the studies conducted thus far that there is a variable degree of consistency in TEAM diagnosis from collection of data through pattern diagnosis. This is not unlike Western medicine, where considerable variation in diagnostic methods conducted as part of a Western physical examination has been found. 37 There is relatively little known about how practitioners form TEAM diagnoses and weigh pieces of diagnostic information. If diagnosis is variable across different clinical conditions, we need to understand why and the implications for clinical practice.
It is difficult to make comparisons across studies of interrater reliability, since study design clearly influences interpretation of results. For example, some studies involving several practitioners have reported level of agreement on any syndrome for pairs of practitioners and then averaged them, 28, [30] [31] [32] whereas others have reported agreement across all practitioners involved in the study on specific syndromes of a condition. 27 Obviously, the greater the number of practitioners involved, the less likely there is to be agreement. Many studies have not used formal statistical methods to assess reliability.
Factors that influence reliability
Several factors may potentially affect consistency of clinical observations, including practitioner variability due to differences in clinical education and experience, time of assessment (clinical signs and symptoms may change within hours), emphasis placed on different diagnostic techniques, and the inherent subjectivity of particular clinical observations. 30 TCM is diverse in its schools of thought and practices; 38, 39 therefore, some disagreement would not be unexpected.
Other factors include differences in definitions of what they are assessing and differing notions of what they regard as ''normal.'' 4 As King and colleagues found, when a standardized pulse-taking procedure was used with clear operational definitions, agreement was greater than 80% between 2 practitioners for 10 of 16 pulse categories. 18 The statistical measure, that of the k coefficient, is not without limitations. The k coefficient varies with prevalence 37, 40 and is influenced by the number of possible response categories. 37, 41 Therefore, caution needs to be taken in making comparisons between studies. 37 How questions are posed and studies are designed will determine, in part, results of inter-rater reliability studies. For example, forced choice from a predetermined list of patterns is problematic. It makes the a priori assumption that the patterns listed are definitive, that is, that there is agreement within the literature on these categories. This is not always the case. Few studies have attempted to empirically investigate the relative frequencies of TCM patterns in particular diseases. Although it increases the likelihood of agreement, choosing from a list of possible diagnoses does not mirror real-life practice. Limitations of study designs need to be taken into account in interpreting results. For example, MacPherson and colleagues' study on low-back pain used predefined syndromes and compared the diagnoses of 1 practitioner with those of 5 others. 26 In this study, limitations included the fact that the level of agreement measured depended crucially on the 1 practitioner whose diagnoses were compared with those of the other 5. 26 Another problem with attempts to establish the reliability of TCM pattern diagnoses is that it presupposes that they exist. This may not be the case. As pointed out by O'Brien and colleagues, 27 the applicability of bian zheng lun zhi (pattern differentiation and treatment determination) to biomedically defined clinical entities (for example, human immunodeficiency virus=acquired immune deficiency syndrome and hypercholesterolemia, which have no historical precedence of treatment), has not been established. Scheid 39 points out that the emphasis on bian zheng lun zhi as a central and defining tenet of TCM is recent, born around the 1950s, and that for long periods in Chinese medicine history, diseases rather than patterns were emphasized as diagnostic classifiers. Therefore, we need to be careful in making assumptions about the applicability of TCM pattern diagnoses to more ''contemporary'' and=or biomedically defined diseases or clinical entities that do not have a substantial history of treatment with TEAM.
Implications of understanding reliability
TEAM practice has long rested on the weight of experiential evidence built on thousands of years of systematic observation and documentation. 42 Increasingly, TEAM systems are being studied using scientific research methods. This is likely to be part of a cultural shift that has occurred in Western medicine, one that has shifted value from peer opinion to scientific research as the basis of medical practice and clinical decision-making. 1, 43, 44 Although it is tempting to dismiss the growing interest in scientific research into TEAM as simply an (unnecessary) attempt to justify TEAM practices to Western medicine, this would be erroneous. Although there are inherent difficulties in applying research methods to TEAM due to fundamental differences in paradigms underpinning TEAM compared with biomedicine, scientific research methods are simply tools that, when judiciously used, may be used to scrutinize the theories and practices and further develop them.
Understanding the reliability of TEAM diagnostic processes has implications for research and education. For example, if aspects of TEAM diagnoses are more unreliable, teachers and practitioners need to be aware of this, and ways need to be developed to improve reliability. King and colleagues 18 provide an example of this in their development of a standardized pulse-taking procedure and precise operational definitions that resulted in greater than 80% agreement between 2 practitioners on 10 of 16 pulse categories. Relatively little is known about the weight that practitioners place on various pieces of diagnostic information. However, if practitioners are placing emphasis on diagnostic data that are unreliable, there may be less confidence that the eventual diagnosis and treatment are optimal.
There are implications for clinical research. For example, if an herbal medicine study is designed to test efficacy of an herbal formula in a particular diagnostic subpopulation (i.e., that have a particular pattern), unless pattern diagnosis is reliable, there can be less confidence that the right study participants will be included. In studies that investigate efficacy of individualized (pattern-specific) treatment, if TCM pattern diagnosis is not reliable, how can one interpret whether correct treatment was given and therefore whether the treatment was efficacious or not? If TCM patterns are to be included in clinical studies, their reliability does need to be established.
Ways forward
If researchers are to attempt to establish reliability of TEAM diagnoses, a suggested approach is to first conduct a thorough literature search to ascertain what patterns are recorded and to establish whether the sources are dependable. 44, 45 Appearance in a textbook is no guarantee of authenticity of information. A more thorough step would be to ascertain empirically whether distinct patterns in a particular disease or clinical entity do in fact occur. A means by which this could be achieved would be to conduct a TEAM examination in a study population with a particular disease using, as a control, a study population without the disease.
There are ways in which reliability of pattern diagnosis can be enhanced. As suggested by MacPherson and colleagues, 26 if treatment is individualized to the TEAM pattern, pre-trial training could be offered to all participating practitioners, thereby ensuring a minimum level of reliability in pattern diagnosis. They cite a study on acupuncture treatment of depression 46 as an example. Several groups have reported that after additional training to improve consistency of technique and agreement between practitioners, reliability increases from initial evaluations to post-training evaluations. 18, 28, 32 A final method can be to have 2 or more clinicians examine every patient in a clinical trial and to proceed with the treatment only after they have reached consensus on the diagnosis and treatment. The practitioners involved can also be pre-trained together in order to increase agreement before the study starts.
Conclusions
The investigation of reliability of TEAM diagnoses and treatments is in its formative stages. Reliability of pattern diagnosis has been found to be variable across types of practice and a range of diseases. Since diagnosis guides treatment, this has implications for education and clinical studies. If the observation and analysis of diagnostic data and patterns of diagnosis are not found to be reliable, it is necessary to understand why and develop strategies to improve it. We have seen that in particular studies mentioned earlier, development of clear definitions and training can help reliability. Until diagnostic data collection and pattern diagnosis are shown to be reliable, there can be little justification for inclusion in clinical studies of TEAM. Therefore, it is important that researchers develop strategies to improve reliability.
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